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The problem of day-to-day variability in the occurrenceof eo•mtorialspread F (ESF) ;.•
dressedusing multidiagnostic observationsand semiempirical modeling. The observational resuits are derived from a two-night case study of ESF onset conditions observed at Kwajalein

Atoll (MarshallIslands)usingthe ALTAIR incoherentscatterradar and all-skyopticalimaging
techniques.The major differencebetweennights when ESF instabilitiesdid not occur (August

14,1988)anddidoccur.(August
15, 1988)in theKwajaleinsectorwasthat thenorthernmeridional gradient of 6300-A airglow was reduced on the night of limited ESF activity. Modeling
results suggestthat this unusual airglow pattern is due to equatorward neutral winds. Previous
researchers have shown that transequatorial thermospheric winds can exert a control over ESF
seasonaland longitudinal occurrencepatterns by inhibiting Rayleigh-Taylor instability growth
rates. ¾Vepresent evidence to suggestthat this picture can be extended to far shorter time scales,
namely, that "surges"in transequatorial winds acting over characteristictimes of a few hours to a
day can result in a stabilizing influence upon irregularity growth rates. The seemingly capricious
nature of ESF onset may thus be controlled, in part, by the inherent variability of low-latitude
thermospheric winds.

1.

INTRODUCTION

the thermosphericpressurebulge resultedin suchpatterns

The day-to-day variability in the occurrenceof equatorial

at longitudes and seasons associated with ESF activity.

Tsunoda[1985]approached
the varyingseasonal-longitude

spreadF (ESF) representsa continuingenigmain equato-

rim aeronomy. During the past decade,significantprogress problem from the viewpoint of relating theoretical R-T
has been made in modeling ESF as the result of a grav- growth rate conditions to solar-terrestrial geometricalpatitational Rayleigh-Taylor(R-T) instability arisingfrom a terns. Specifically, he showed that ESF activity can occur
"seedperturbation"[Zalesaket al., 1982]. In addition,two when a special relationship exists between the solar termimajor studiesappearedthat exploredthe cause(s)of the nator and local magnetic field declination: when sunset is
confusing patterns of ESF occurrence rates as a function simultaneousat the conjugate E regions, the eastward poof seasonand longitude [Maruyama and Matuura, 1984; larizaton electric field is maximally enhanced and provides
Tsunoda,1985]. In both cases,the longitudinalvariability optimum vertical electrodynamicsfor ESF generation via
the gradient-drift and Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities.
in seasonal ESF occurrence rates was linked to important
Taken together,the picture that has emergedfrom theory
geometrical relationships between solar and thermospheric

("seasonal")patternsand tilted geomagnetic
dipole("longitude")patterns.The Maruyamaand Matuura studyultimately defined the seasonal-longitude
conditionswhen ESF
was not likely to occur, while the Tsunoda study described
the seasonal-longitudeconditions when ESF was likely to
occur. Both approachesare consistentwith observedlongterm morphologypatterns, namely,that ESF activity is high
at Atlantic longitudesduring northern winter, at Pacificlongitudes during northern summer, and at South American
and Indian longitudes during equinox periods.
The Maruyama and Matuura study based its conclusion
on the theoretical framework of ESF suppressionby a transe-

quatorialneutral wind (an effectmodeledin moredetail in
the work by Maruyama[1988]). Briefly,their conditionfor
ESF activity was that the direction of thermosphericwinds
in the nighttime F regionbe closeto perpendicularto the ge-

omagneticmeridians(i.e., minimizetransequatorialmeridional winds). They arguedthat the seasonalmigrationof
Copyright 1992 by the American GeophysicalUnion.
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and observation
is asfollows:(1) At a givensite, "ESF season" occurs when the sunset terminator is approximately
aligned with the geomagneticflux tubes in that region, a
condition typically associatedwith minimal thermospheric

windsalongthe geomagnetic
meridian. (2) The R-T instability can occur at such sites during the postsunsetperiod
in response to a "seed perturbation" of unknown cause.
Observationally, plasma-depletedflux tubes containing
plumesof irregularities that are detected by their radar signatures are indeed seen to occur in responseto "preevent"

perturbations(e.g., gravity waves)in the postsunsethours
[Tsunodaand White, 1981; Kelley et al., 1981]. Later in
the night, plasma depletions observedby radio and optical
methods are seento drift into a region from the west; these
are considered "fossil depletions" that were initiated after
sunset at more westerly longitudes in the same region of
"ESF season." Structuring of the western wall of such depletions by the gradient-drift instability can, however, provide secondary bubble formation from the vicinity of fossil

depletions[ Tsunoda,1983].
The still elusiveand thereforeunsatisfactoryaspectof this
"standard model" is that it does not conform, on the average, to long-term observationsof day-to-day ESF onsetrates
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during the postsunsethours. Observationalsupport for the
classicscenario of a large-scalewave structure leading to
plasma bubble developmentrestsprimarily on a singlecase

low densityESF plumes[Weber et al., 1978; Mendillo and
Baumgardner,1982]. At locationsnear the geomagnetic

equator(ALTAIR is at 4.3øNmagneticdip latitude),the

study at Kwajalein [Tsunodaand White,1981]and a single postsunsetrise of the F region resultsin very low ambient
casestudy at Jicamarca[Kelley et al., 1981]. Clearly,other 6300-,•levels.Undersuch
conditions,
airglow
depletions
are
casesexist in unpublishedobservationsbut also do a great bestimaged
in thefaint7774-,•emission
fromdirectO+/emany nonclassiccases. For example,
recombinationsthat depend more on the total electroncon1. There are large numbers of onset and growth events tent (TEC) of the Ne(h) profileandnot its altitudeof peak
observed that are not clearly associatedwith a precursor density
[Mendilloet al,, 1985].Thefocusof thispaperisnot
or seed perturbation of the characteristic size required by on imaging airglow depletionsper se but rather on ambient
simulation studies. A "suitable size" might be an isolevel 6300-• airglow
patterns
just priorto typicalonsettimes,

N• perturbationextendingover a scaleheight (~ 50 kin),
as usedin the Zalesaket al. [1982] and Gaydukovet al.
[1989]simulations.

a periodwhen6300-,•emission
is particularly
sensitive
to
vertical

2. There are casesof observedperturbations with the required characteristicsthat do not initiate instabilitiesduring
the local times and seasonswhen growth is optimal.
Thus the current state of affairs, one that requires both
an ionospheresusceptibleto an instability and the presence
of a seed perturbation, does not describe the phenomena
fully. In this paper, we pursue a somewhat different viewpoint, namely that during ESF seasonat a given location,
we will assumethat sufficientseedperturbationsare present
each night that can initiate R-T stabilities. The observational fact that they do not occur each night suggeststhat
a damping mechanismis present intermittently to suppress
ESF

motions.

The basicdesignof the CEDAR all-skyimagingsystem
usedin conjunctionwith ALTAIR in August 1988 is describedby Baumgardner
and Karandanis[1984]. Figure 1
illlustratesthe field of view (FOV) of the all-skyimager,
togetherwith the locationsof the geomagneticequator,the
direction of the ALTAIR

east-west .LB scan that senses ESF

irregularities, and severalgeometricalfeaturesrelated to lo-

cal solarand geomagnetic
conditions.As shownin this figure, the ALTAIR east-westscansand the imager'sFOV span
4- 30 min of local time. Throughout this paper we will quote
solarlocal time at ALTAIR usingthe relationshipLT = UT

occurrence.

We will take the thermosphericwind seasonal-longitude
ESF suppressionmechanismof Maruyama and Matuura and
extend its applicability to far shorter time scalesthan envisionedin their studyß Thus, followingthe suggestionby

25

Aarons[1991]that spreadF irregularitiescanbe "inhibited"
occasionallyduring geomagneticstorms by ring current as-

sociated
electrodynamical
motions,
wewillpresent
evidence •0

-

to suggestthat "surges"in a meridional wind may be the
suppressionmechanism not fully appreciated in earlier studies of ESF day-to-day variability and, indeed, perhaps even •

variability
onscales
ofhours
withina given
night.
2ß
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Coordinated
incoherent
scatterradarandall-skyoptical•

observations
were
made
inAugust
1988,
using
theALTAIR
2•l0

facility and the portableCEDAR imagingsystemlocatedon

KwajaleinAtoll (9.4øN,167.5øE)in the Republicof the Marshall Islands. Use of ALTAIR to study ESF effectshas been

describedin a seriesof papers(see,for example, Tsunoda
[1981,1983],and Tsunodaet al. [1979]).Briefly,incoherent
scatter(IS) observations
aremadein power-onlymodeyielding electrondensitiesunderthe assumptionof T•/Ti = 1 for

...

nighttime conditions. Calibration of the IS power returns

to absolute
N• (el/cma) is madeusinga nearbyionosonde,
resulting in uncertaintiesin densitiesof approximately :!:

0

10%. When the radar is directedperpendicular
to the geo160

magnetic field, incoherentscatter returns continueto yield

165

170

175

E. Longitude (deg)

N• (h) profilesunlessionospheric
irregularitiesof scalesize

signal)occur Fig.
~0.3m (•• Aofthe422-MHzUHFtransmitter

1. Map of the Kwajalein Atoll, Marshall Islands, sector

along the line of sight. Under such .LB conditions,a very showingthe field of view for a 150' imagingsystemevaluatedfor a

strongcoherentbackscatteroccurs(typically30-40dB over 6300-• emission
heightof 300kin. Thegeomagnetic
equator,
the
typical location of the northern crest of the equatorial anomaly
IS levels),signallingthe presenceof ESF structures.
Monochromaticimagingof the large-scaleF regionplasma at 15' N geomagnetic,and the ALTAIR lB scanlocationsare
given. A geomagneticmeridian is shownat declination8.5*; the
depletionsthat contain ESF irregularitiestypically appear

asregions
oflow6300-,•emission
("airglow
depletions")
due
to the cessationof F region recombinationchemistryin the

asteriskindicatesthe point in the E region at 110 kin that maps
to 600 kin above the geomagneticequatorß The ground sunset

terminatoris shownfor 1800and 1840LT on August14, 1988.

15
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+ 1110 appropriatefor 167.5øE.The exact local times of features to the east or west of this meridion

are not of crucial

importance to the results that follow. Fin•!!y, we note that

13,867

near-zenithportionsof the lb scanstakenon both nights.
There are differencesbetweenAugust 14 and 15 but not
major ones. For example, at 1904 LT on August 15, the
scan prior to plume developmenthas h,•ax ~ 475 km, a

groundsunset(definedas zenith angleto the centerof the
solar disk X, = 90ø 50') in mid-Augustoccursat 0707 UT valuesimilarto the h,•ax at a comparable
time (1858LT)
(or 1817 LT) and that low light levelimagingobservations on August 14.
can begin about 1 hour later.

Vertical plasma drift patterns can be inferred from the

profilesin Figure2. Displacements
of the 10Sel/cm
3 lev3.

3.1.

OBSERVATIONS

els, averagedover the 1800-1900LT period, yield vertical
drifts of 46 m/s on August14 and 48 m/s on August15
(Figure 3a). Figures3b and 3c help placethe ALTAIR de-

Radio Diagnostics

rived vertical motions in context with earlier local time mo-

On the nights of August 14 and 15, 1988, ALTAIR obser-

tionsobserved
by a KEL ionosonde
operatingon Kwajalein
duringAugust1988. The virtual heightsof the F layer's
the postsunsetconditionsassociatedwith onsetof F region lowestpointof reflection(h'F) are shownat 10 min interinstabilities. Plate 1 portrays a series of the ALTAIR lb
pals. Thesedata are plotted in Figure 3b for August 14
vations were made from 0700-1000

UT in order to examine

scansfor the casestudy nights. On August 14, during the

postsunsettransitionperiod (~ 1800- 2000 LT), a single
plume wasobservednear 1907 LT at very large ranges(~
800 km) to the eastof Kwajalein. However,this early plume
did not signify a night of high irregularity •ctivity for the
Kwajalein sector ionosphere. As shownin Plate 1a, the ALTAIR radar showed no additional plume activity over the
entire transition period on August 14; only someminor bottomsidebackscatteroccurredat similar easternlongitudes

1• hourslater. In Plate lb, on August15 near 1940LT, a
dramatic ESF b•ckscatter plume developedabove ALTAIR
during the ~ 35 min period between successivescans. As
shown in Plate lb, observationscontinued to 2336 LT and

showedthe continuationof ESF plume activity throughout
the regionsampled. Note that the large plume at 1940 LT in
Plate 1b had no obviouslarge-scaleseedperturbationsas envisionedfrom the simulationwork of Zalesaket al. [1982].
It is the common nature of such events that prompts us
to assumethat other faz:torsmust be az:tingto inhibit essentially omnipresent,difficult to detect, seedperturbations
from developinginto ESF plumes.
In trying to understand why August 15 is an unstable
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Fig. 3. (a) Time evolutionof the N, = 10• el/cms levelsfrom
the profiles given in Figure 2. The best fit straight lines give
verticalplasmadrift estimatesof 45.6 m/s on August 14 and 47.5
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lowestvirtual heightof F regionechoes)madeon Kwajaleinusing
an Australian-madeKEL ionosondeon the night of August 14,
1988. ALTAIR observationsof the 10Sel/cms contour level are
shownfor comparison
(opencircles).The effectivedriftsderived
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Fig. 2. Vertical electrondensityprofilesextractedfrom ALTAIR

from successivepoints are indicated; the peak drift at 1834 LT
is nearly twice the best fit value of 46 m/s taken over the full
LT period shownin Figure 3•. (c) Same as Figure 3b, but for
August 15, 1988. A no-data segment and the times of spread F
effects are indicated.

Note that the ionosonde sensed ESF onset

scansshownin Plate 1. (a) August14, 1988and (b) August15, approximately 15 min before the scanningALTAIR radar passed
1988. The individualprofilesare usedin estimatesof instability the plume. This further reduces the plume development time
growth rate parameters during the 1800-1900 LT period when discussedin the context of ALTAIR-only observationsin Plate
lb.
instability onsetconditionsare likely to occur.
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ALTAIR scans along the lB

direction shown in Figure 1 at selected times during the postsunset

transitionperiod (0700-0830 UT, corresponding
to 1810- 1940LT) for August14, 1988. Saturatedradar echoes
from ESF backscatterappearwhite. Note that the singlescanat 0757 UT (1907 LT) wasmadeusingVHF, while
all other scans were made using ALTAIR's UHF frequency. This results in a larger apparent plume size for the
lower-frequency sca•.

and Figure 3c for August 15, together with point-to-point

ALTAIR 10Sel/cm
3 contourriserates. After ~ 1830LT,
and for heights above 250 km, there is evidently good agree-

ment betweeninferringverticaldrifts by either the h'F or

sionsimultaneouslyover ~ 3 million squarekilometers(the
15ø diameterlatitude-longitudecircleshownin Figure 1).
Thus a single image sets the context for more detailed lineof-sight radar scansacrossthe region of interest.

In Plate2, 6300-•images
arepresented
forthepostsunset

l0s N• contourrisemethod.Whilechanges
in electrondensities below h,•a• can result from recombination loss, the
validity of this technique has been demonstrated in some

periods sampled by ALTAIR in Plate 1. In the top set of

images(August14), the brightness
to the left (west)in the

detail by Tsunodaand White [1981] and Bittencourtand
Abdu[1981].The moreimportant featurein Figure3 is the

first image representsemissionfrom regionscloserto sunset.

relatively sudden onset of vertical motions near ~ 1840 LT.
This time is associatedwith the passageof the sunset terminator past the local magnetic meridian m the condition
for releasingsuccessiveflux tubes from E region to F region

throughout the field of view. In the bottom set of images

control[Tsunoda,1985]. Note, however,that the releaseof
the F region occurs prior to actual sunset in the E region.
At KwajMein, 1840 LT correspondsto a solar zenith angle

The subsequent
imagesshowweak airglowlevels(~ 25R)
(August 15), the samesunsetglow followedby low 6300-

• levelsis observed,
exceptfor the brightness
to the north
(top) of the field of view. Note that at the locationsof the
ALTAIR lB scandirectiongivenin Figure I (essentiallythe
left to right diameter of the image), the optical signatures
are virtually identical on each night, thus conforming to the

of X8 ~ 96ø, rather than to sunsetat ~ 110 km (whereX8 similar radar observationsin Plate 1 and Figure 2 prior to
~ 101ø at 0750 UT or 1900 LT). Trost[1979]has shown ESF onset on August 15. The unique contribution of the
that E region densities near sunset are typically in a rapid

transitionthroughthe 104el/cm3 valuewhenX• reaches
~
95 ø .

3.2.

Optical Diagnostics

imaging data is to point out that while similar observations
resulted from the E-W radar scansmade on August 14 and
15, there was a marked difference in ionospheric structure
north-to-south that was not sampled by the radar.

Airglowobservationsprovidea singleparameter(column
emission)that canbe usedto inferionosphere/thermosphere

4.

DISCUSSION

conditions.
For6300-• emission,
strongsignals
implysub- 4.1. Estimates of Instability Growth Rates

stantiM ionosphericloss and therefore a relatively low F region. Obviously, an IS radar can measure this directly; the
utility of all-sky imaging is that it recordsline-of-sightemis-

The ALTAIR data portrayed in Figure 2 can be used to
examine instability growth rates. As shown by Zalesak and
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Ossakow[1982],the full growthrate for the R-T instability
is given by

].

The flux-tube-integrated Pedersen conductivities for each
ionosphericregion are

•-•s,= f

+ E; +
(1)

_ local

where Mi is ionic mass, vin

e IVJi Yi n

B•local
Ads
N'"

(4)

the local ion-neutral collision

ductivitiesand flux tube contents(definedbelow),and

frequency,and B the local geomagneticfield strength[see
Kelley, 1989].
The integrationalongthe entireflux tubein (4) is divided

is the plasma recombination rate. Each of these terms is
a geomagneticflux-tube-integrated quantity extending from
the E region in one hemisphere,including the full transe-

intothree
segments,
with
•pr,sasthecontribution
from
the
Eregion
atthesouthern
end
ofthefluxtube;
•prjvasthe

The term in brackets gives drifts due to electric fields, neutrM winds and gravity; the middle terms are Pealersencon-

contribution fromF the E region at the northern end of the
quatorial F region, to the E regionin the other hemisphere.
flux tube;and•. asthe contributionfromthe full F region
The coordinate system is positive for upward, northward,
spanning the magnetic equator.

and eastward.In evaluatingeachof the termsin (1), we are
The remainingterms in (1) must be integratedtaking
guidedby the conceptsdescribedby Haerendelet al. [1992]. into accountthe local electrondensitiesthroughout the flux
Specifically,the flux-tube-integratedelectrondensity(N•,)
tubes. Thus for the dynamicaltermsVp, Un, and g/pin, the
is given by the total electron content of the flux tube:

vector product with VN•/NT

isolatesthe lB components.

For plasma drift,

N•,
=f N•(s)
A(s)ds (2)
whereA(s) is the flux tube cross-sectional
area at the element of arc ds along the field line, normalized by unit area
at the magnetic equator, and the integration is conducted
along the entire field line. The graAient of NT is then reduced to one dimension perpendicular to the flux tubes and
can be evaluated as height above the geomagneticequator
V'NT
N•

=

1
N•

dN•
dh

Vp=1/vpN•
Ads

(5)

wherevr is _LB(E x B drift) and represents
the drift of the
flux tube.

For the neutral wind effect, the component _kB is the
important term and thus

u.=k f V•sin
I N•Ads (6)
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where U,• is the meridional component of the total wind
vector and I is the magnetic inclination angle.

RECOMBINATION
RATE,fi (x10-5 see-t)
6OO

Similarly,for the gravitational/collisional
term,

g= •

cos
I N•Ads
I / glOCal

5OO

(7a)

and
400

N• Ads
k/ u,.local

•'i,, =

(7b)

The chemical recombination rate term Ra, again extends
over the entire flux tube, with local values of R equal to a N½
in the E regions,and fl in the F region, where a and fl are
loss coefficients, and thus

300

200
......

=

1/ Rlocal

0.01

0.10

1.00

10.00

100.00

1000.00

ION-NEUTRALCOLLISION
FREQUENCY,
y•,•(see-1)

(s)
Fig. 4.

Altitude dependenceof two parameters usedin Rayleigh-

Equation(1) showsthat if both endsof a field line pass Taylor growth rate estimates. The ion-neutral collision frequency

into darkness at nearly the same time, the condition for

"spreadFseason"at a givenlatitude [Tsunoda,1985],the E
....

ES

EN

and the F region loss coefficient were evaluated using reaction
rates given in the text and the MSIS neutral atmosphere model.

region conduct•wtms (•']p' , •']p' ) decreaseand theratio
of F region to total tube conductivitiesappearingin equa- it would appear that both nights had bottomsidegradients
tion (1) approaches
unity. Under suchconditions,the use suitablefor instability growth. As mentionedin conjunction
of local equatorial quantities providesa good framework in with Figures3 and 4, the dynamicalterms werecomparable

whichto examinegrowthrate characteristics
[Hansonet al., on eachnightandthusequation(10) resultsin similarvalues
1986]. Thus, while we will return to flux-tube-integrated (within a factorof 2) for the growthrates('to and 'r') on
arguments in subsequentsections, we think it instructive eachnight (seeFigures5b, 5e and 5c, 5f).
Asshownin Figure5, the L-• parameter
is positiveover
to useactualobservations,
i.e., the ALTAIR N•(h) profiles,
and evaluate local growth rates first using linear R-T the- the entirebottomsideregion(200 km < h < 500 km), and
ory [Ossakowet al., 1979; Ossakow,1981]. This alsoavoids thus the negative7' valuesin Figures5c and 5f at heights
the uncertainties and assumptions that must be employed below300 km are due to the high fl valuesthere (seeFigfrom theseestimatesis that in the
in modelsof flux-tube-integrated quantities. Following Os- ure 4). Our conclusion
absenceof significantneutral wind effects,growthratesof V
sakow[1981],we haveas the R-T growthrate

7o= 9 L-• -/•
Pin

(9)

is consistentwith plume developmentin about four growth
periods, as shownin Plate lb for the night of August 15.
The ionosondedata given in Figure 3c suggestthat plume
developmentmay haveoccurredin only two growthperiods.

where g, vin, and • are local values, and

L_•_ 1 dN,
N,

= 2 x 10-• s-• near300km werepresenton bothnights.
The associated
growthtime(r = V-') of 500s (~ 8 min)

dh

is the inversegradientscMelengthof the backgroundN,(h)
profile. To examine separately the cases of growth rates

4.2.

Airglow Morphology at Low Latitudes

The differencesin N-S airglow structure shownin Plate

computedwithout ('to) and with ('r') the electrodynamic 2 need to be interpreted in terms of the morphologyof the
drift term, we rewrite equation (9) with Vp, an upward low-latitude ionosphere. As discussed,for example,in Andersonet al. [1981],the equatorialanomalyis createdby
E x B drift, as

7 = 7o-9VpL-'

(10) electrodynamicalmotions that result in a low peak density
F region at high altitudes near the equator, in contrast to

The MSIS model[Hedin,1987]for the neutrMatmosphere, a high-density F region at lower altitudes near ~ + 15ø
evMuated for ALTAIR's location at 1900 LT on August 14 magneticlatitude. Thesecrestsof the anomalyhavestrong
and 15, 1988, yielded essentially identical thermosphereson
6300-J,
airglow
signatures
thatformtheso-cMled
intertropeachnight. The O+ collision
frequency
(vi,) andlossrate ical arcsfirst describedby Barbieret al. [1961].On August
(•) expressions,
asgivenby Ossakow
et al. [1979],are:
15 (lowerpanelof Plate 2) we havea classicmanifestation
of

yi, = 2.4x 10-•(T)«N,

• = k•n(02)+k2n(N2)

this pattern. August 15 is thus a "normalnight" in termsof
transequatorialstructure; August 14 is "abnormal" in that

with k• = 2 x 10-• (300/T)ø'4cma/sandka = 8 x 10-•
no N-S gradient(associated
with an intertropicalarc)is vis(T/Z00)2 cma/s,T > 750øK,wereusedwith MSISinput ible from Kwajalein. Given that the ionosphericstructure
parametersto obtain the Mtitude profilesgivenin Figure 4.

and verticalrise velocitiesdeterminedby ALTAIR (Plate 1

Thegradient
lengthparameter
(L-•) in equation
(9) was and Figure 2) were not significantlydifferent,the electroevMuatedfor the electron density profilesin Figure 2, and

dynamical "fountain effect" associatedwith the equatorial

theresultsareportrayed
in Figures5aand5d. L-• isthekey anomalywas probably similar on both nights.
It is crucial to the argument that followsto demonstrate
spatiMparameterin (9) and(10) that permitstheinstability
to occur, while the dynamicM factors g/yi, and Vp that
precede it govern the rate at which it occurs. Thus with

the L-• yielding~ 0.04 km-• on both August14 and 15,

this point, namely, that the airglow pattern differenceson
August 14 and 15 do not resultsimplyfrom changesin location of the equatorial anomaly. While ALTAIR did not con-
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the anomaly region did not differ significantlyon these two
nights. This leaves us with thermosphericdynamics as a
possiblesourceof differentiation between the two nights.
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(andtherefore
high6300-/•production),
leavingthenorthern sector of the images lessbright than might be expected.
This is precisely what is observedon August 14 in comparison to August 15.
To summarize, the major difference noted in a two-night
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casestudyof equatorialplasmainstability(ESF) onsetwas
0
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,

I
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I
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,

that the meridional
gradientof 6300-• wasunusual
on the

night of reduced ESF activity. If the reduction in bright-80
0
80
40
DIP
LATITUDE
ness of the northern intertropical arc is due to uplifting effects driven by north-to-south thermospheric winds, these
Fig. 6. Latitude structureof total electroncontent(TEC) obtransequatorial winds may well be the causeof a stabilizing
tained by three methods on the nights of August 14 and 15, 1988.
The dashedand solid lines give satellite radio beacon observations influence upon R-T instability growth rates in the postsunof TEC made from Kwajalein using the radio beacon experiment

set hours.

on the Polar BEAR satellite[Fremouwand Lanzinger,1989]. The

Before discussinghow neutral winds affect R-T growth
rates, we note another morphologicalaspect of ESF occurrence rates that might be of relevance. It has long been appreciated, but not understood, that during ESF seasonat a
given site there is a decreasein irregularity occurrencerates
during periods of high geomagneticactivity in the premid-

open and solid squares give TEC measured from Wake Island
using polarimeter observationsof the 136 MHz beacon on the

geostationarysatellite ETS-2 (R. Doe and J. Klobuchar,private
communication;1991). The open and solid circlesgive ALTAIR
derived TEC over the height range 150-600 kin, with constant
scale height extrapolation from 600 to 2000 kin. All data sets
suggestthat the structure of the Appleton anomaly region was
very similar on both August 14 and 15.

duct north-south scanson August 14 and 15, satellite radio

night sector[Koster,1972; Das Gupta et al., 1985;Aarons,
1991]. Nighttimethermospheric
windstypicallyhavean enhancedequatorward componentduring periods of global geomagneticstorms that might extend to equatorial latitudes

beacon(SRB) observations
of the ionospheric
total electron (seeFigure 2 of Siondi et al. [1988]). To the extent that
content(TEC) weremadeoveran extensivelatituderange. storm-induced winds are not symmetrical with respect to the
Figure 6 gives TEC latitudinal profiles obtained from the

geomagneticequator, an interhemispheric flow pattern can

SRB experimenton the Polar BEAR satellite[Fremouwand occur. There may be a similarity, then, between day-to-day
Lansinger,1989]obtainedon the nightsof August 14 and variability in transequatorial winds related to either minor
15. These observations
show that the overall structure
of
geomagneticactivity (Ar = 21 on August 14 and Ar = 5

o
tad
•o

o• I.

o
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north to southresults(via the U,, componentII B)in more

on August15) or other sourcesof gustsor surges(e.g., tidal
coupling)and the interhemisphericwinds associatedwith

plasma experiencing the stabilizing effect in the southern
hemispherethan plasma experiencingthe growth effect in
the northern hemisphere,the end result being a net stabi-

major storms, and that both inhibit the instability growth
rates in the premidnight sector.

lizinginfluenceuponthe entireflux tube [Zalesakand Huba,
1991]. The samestabilizingeffectwouldoccurfor a north-

4.3. The Effect of Neutral Winds
on Instability Growth Rates

ward transequatorial wind. Thus it is the existence of a
strong meridional wind, and not its actual direction, that
modulates the occurrenceof instability growth.

The effect of a transequatorial neutral wind upon R-T

growthrateshasbeenaddressed
by Maruyama[1988].Simulation results showedthat large meridional winds could be

associatedwith periodsof reducedgrowth rates (7). The

4.4.

suggestedsuppressionmechanism involved the creation of

Thermospheric Winds at Low-Latitudes

As described in section 4.2, the airglow signature of a

moremolecular
ions(O•, NO+) onthedownwind
portion

of the fieldline, thereby increasingthe Pedersenconductiv- the intertropical arcs. This effect was first discussedin detail

ity (seeequation(4)) morethanthe decrease
in conductivity by Chandraet al. [1973].The increasein lossat the downassociated
with the O+ motionontheupwindportionof the wind end of the flux tube results in a higher abundance of
flux tube. This results in an E region type load at one end
of the flux tube, thereby loweringgrowth rates.
The nature of the wind effect can also be understood by

themolecular
ionsthat produce
redlineairglow(O+ + O2
-• O2
+ + O, followed
by O2
+ + e- -• O* + O, andO* -•
O + 6300-J,).
Thesimulations
of Maruyama
[1988]indeed

referringto equation(1). The contributionof a southward show a modified, low-altitude distribution of molecular ions
producedin this way for the caseof northwardwind (his
Figures7 and 8).
ponent(U, perpendicularto B is in the samedirectionas
Modelingstudiesby Meriwetheret al. [1985]showedthat

meridional wind is to increase7 along that portion of a flux
tube that is in the northern hemisphere,sincethe wind com-

the g component .LB. The opposite effect occurs along the
southern portion of the flux tube. Rather than a simple
cancellation, the interhemispheric motion of plasma from
FAIM Densit,

a surge in the meridional winds of 100 m/s would lead to
easily observablechangesin airglow morphology within 12 hours. To illustrate this point using the August 1988

(b)
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(•) The N, versusaltitude and latitude array constructedfrom a run of the FAIM modelof A ridersonet M.

[1989]forAugust15,1988at 1950LT, withtheresults
normalized
to theactualN,(h) profilemeasured
vertically
at Kwajaleinon that night. The dipolefieldis illustrated
by dashed
lines.(b) illustrates
a distortedN,(h,lat)
arrayobtainedby shiftingthe Figure7a arrayin a wayassociated
with a north-south
transequatorial
wind(see

text); (c) Computedand observedairglowfor August15. The airglowdata wereextractedfrom the north-south
meridionaldiameterof the image at 0840 UT (1950 LT) in Plate 2. Absoluteintensitieswerenormalizedto the
modelresultsfor Kwajalein'szenith. (d) Computedand observedairglowfor August14. Verticallyintegrated
TEC from the model are also portrayed in Figures 7c and 7d. The essentially identical TEC curves show that

while6300J[ is modifiedby verticalmotions,TEC morphology
is unchanged.
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data sets, considerthe meridionalN•(h) structuresgiven torial anomaly were essentiallysymmetricalabout the geoin Figure 7. The pattern in Figure 7a was obtained by tak-

magnetic equator, a condition that occurswhen meridional

ing the verticalN•(h) profileobservedby ALTAIR at 1947 winds are low. The ability of transequatorial neutral winds
LT and filling out the (unobserved)
north-southlatitude- to inhibit ESF activity had been suggestedby Maruyarna
altitude structure by matchingit to a run of the FAIM model and Matuura [1984]in an attempt to accountfor seasonalof Andersonet al. [1989]for the samelocal time. The 150ø longitudeESF occurrencerates. We suggestthat the neutral
field of view of an imaging system located at Kwajalein's
location is indicated, and the resultant equivalent airglow
pattern is portrayed. In Figure 7b, an asymmetry has been

introducedby movingthe northerncrest (near 20øN) upward by 50 km, moving the southerncrest downwardby 50
km, while leaving the equatorial valuesunchanged.

The observed
north-south
patternin 6300-J•intensities
extracted from the images in Plate 2 at 1950 LT are shown
for comparison. In Figure 7c we comparethe "normal pattern' of airglow with actual observationsmade on the night
of August 15; the tendency for airglow to increaseto the
north is evident in both curves. In Figure 7d we compare
the "abnormal pattern' of airglow with observationsmaAe
on August 14. There is a broad minimum seenin both the

wind-driven suppressionmechanismshould act with equivalent efficiencyon a night-by-nightbasis,and evenwithin a
given evening.
The problemof variability in ESF activity is thus reduced
to a seriesof conditionsthat are conduciveto the growth of

the Rayleigh-Taylor(R-T) instability:
1. In a givenlongitudesector,"ESF season'occurswhen
the sunsetterminatoris approximatelyalignedwith the geomagneticflux tubesin that region[Tsunoda,1985].Under
suchconditions,thermosphericwinds typically have a small
componentalong the geomagneticmeridians, and thus supressionof the R-T instability is, on the average,unlikely

to occur[MaruyamaandMatuura,1985].
2.

The nightly requirementsfor R-T instability growth

modeledand actual6300-J•emission
levelscausedby the are: (1) postsunset
riseof the F region,(2) the availability
simulated wind effect. While these results do not represent a detailed simulation of the dynamics of transequato-

of a seedperturbation to launch the R-T mechanism,and

(3) the absenceof a strongtransequatorial
thermospheric

rial airglowpatterns,they do illustrate how relativelysmall wind.
changesin the vertical distributionof F regionplasma,caIt would appear that these latter three conditions offer
pable of beinginducedby thermosphericwinds,can modify sufficient flexibility to account for virtually any pattern of
the6300-J•morphology
withoutchanging
TEC structure
in ESF variability at a given site. This is not a particularly
dramatic ways.
pleasingway to describe a natural phenomenon. The obRishbethand Edwards[1989] used a %ervo model' to servations presented here, when coupled to many other uncompute the upward shift in the F layer's height of max- publishedobservations,prompt us to suggesta more specific
imum electrondensity(Ah,,) associated
with an equator- hierarchy among the three conditions. First, the postsunset
ward wind:

rise of the equatorial ionosphereis presenton virtually every
W

night of ESF seasonat a givensite (see,for example,Fejer
et al. [1989],for drift patternsat Jicamarca).Thusthe lack

of a rising F regionis probably not the major sourceof variability in ESF occurrence. The required seed perturbation
where W is the vertical componentof the meridional wind =
is more problematic in that observationsexist of ESF develU,• sin(l) cos(l); lis theinclinationangle;H, is theionscale
opment with and without precursorsignaturesof a seed. It
height;and /• is the lossrate. Equation(11) can be used
is not obviousthat the seedingperturbation will always be
to assessthe magnitude of the meridional wind required to
above the threshold of detectability of the instrument that
shiftthe heightof peakairglowemission,h(e,•a•), by 50 km. sensesthe ESF activity. Thus our tendency is to treat the
Usingthe unshiftedarray in Figure 7a, we find that near the
seedin a way similar to vertical drift, namely, to assumethat

northerncrest of the AppletonAnomaly(dip lat = 15ø),

h(em•) occurs
at 350km,whereHi = 70km and•5= 10-• seedperturbations(e.g.,by gravitywaves)are omnipresent
and that the lack of seedperturbations alsois not the major
s-• . To moveh(e,•,•) to 400km,theverticalwindrequired
cause of ESF variability patterns. Gravity waves may be

is W ~ 55 m/s. For I = 300 the resultanthorizontalwindis
the determining factor in the size of the ESF plumes,or in
U,• ~ 130m/s. This represents
a sizablesurgein the normal
spatialperiodicitiesof their appearancepatterns[Kelleyet
meridionalwinds(~ 40 m/s) derivedfromobservations
and
al., 1986],but not in whetheror not ESF activityoccurson
TGCM modelsfor the Kwajaleinsector[Sipletet al., 1983].

a given night.
Within the the framework described above, the occurfew hours(e.g.,seeFigures2 and 4 of Sipletet al. [1983]).
rence of ESF becomesthe expectation of each night within
the •ESF season' at a given longitude. This is, after all,
5.
SUMMAP,Y AND CONCLUSIONS
the basis of observedstatistical studies and the planning
Case studies of equatorial spread F (ESF) onset and basisfor ESF observingcampaigns.The lack of irregularity
growth patterns were conducted using observationsfrom development thus becomesthe exception to the rule.
Kwajalein in August 1988. The combined use of ALTAIR
We suggestthat the absenceof plume onset on a given
incoherent scatter observationsand all-sky airglow imag- night is due to the supressionof instability growth rates by
ing demonstratedthat subtle changesin north-south ther- a transequatorial neutral wind. This ties the unusual case
mosphere/ionosphere
structurewerethe only observational of no ESF to the equally unusualcaseof a strongmeridional
patterns capable of differentiating nights when ESF activ- wind (as seenby Sipleret al. [1983]).We understand
that
ity did and did not occur. While admittedly linked to only the absenceof a postsunsetrise of the F region, or of gravtwo nights of observations,it was shownthat ESF onsetoc- ity wave activity, might also be describedas unusual. Incurred when the airglow patterns associatedwith the equa- deed, ESF activity would be inhibited on such nights. Yet
Nevertheless, such effects are observed over time scalesof a

MENDILLO ET AL.: ONSET CONDITIONS FOR EQUATORIAL SPREAD F
observationspresented here, as well as elsewhere, suggest
that nights of no ESF activity can occur with a rising F region, with or without obviousseedperturbations. This again
prompts us to associateperiods of no ESF developmentwith
factors that inhibit an otherwise susceptibleionosphereto
instability growth.
The concept and interpretation suggestedhere lends itself to testing by both experimental and computer simulation methods. Observationally, there are several longitude sectors where observationscan be made at points
along a flux tube that link the equatorial zone to the Ap-

pleton anomaly/intertropicalarc regions.Fabry-Perotmea-

surements
of neutralwindsusing6300-/•emission
nearthe
anomalyregionscan be comparedto irregularity onsetand
developmentpatterns observednear the magnetic equator.
A distribution of longitudes could be used, ranging from
the Ascension Island region in the eastern Atlantic, the
Forteleza-Cachoeria Paulista sites in Brazil, the JicamarcaArequipa sites in Peru, to Kwajalein-Wake Island in the
Western Pacific, and a chain of sites in India. Archived

data setsexistsfrom someof thesesites(Sipler et al. [1983]
at Kwajalein,and Biondi et al. [1988]at Arequipa)that
should be reexamined

for evidence of ESF-neutral

wind as-

sociations.

In the area of computer modeling, simulation studies are

underway[Zalesakand Huba, 1991]. We urge that modeling results be obtained for a comprehensiveset of observable

parameters(N• (h) profiles,TEC patterns,airglowmorphology,plasmadrift, and neutralwinds)in orderto constrain
the input-output conditionsfor the still intriguing and elusive explanation of equatorial spread F.
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